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messages
From the Chairman
In 2015, the Miami Parking
Authority was filled with recognition, innovation and the creation
of customized parking programs
designed to meet the needs of
residents, businesses and visitors.
In January, MPA was proud to accept Fitch Ratings’
affirmation of the agency’s “A” credit rating on its $68.7
million of outstanding series with a stable outlook. Fitch,
one of the most renowned global rating agencies, based its
rating on MPA’s “solid operating profile,” the agency’s
healthy revenue, its rate-making flexibility and the diversity of revenue brought about by the management of parking
garages, surface lots and on-street parking.
Also this year, MPA became one of the first five parking
organizations to earn the “Accredited Parking Organization” designation, a new industry standard established by
the International Parking Institute to recognize entities that
have achieved a comprehensive standard of excellence and
demonstrated optimal performance as an industry leader.
Thanks to MPA’s commitment to implementing innovative
technological solutions, the agency has seen a large increase
in the overall number of parking sessions and PayByPhone
registrations. Last December, MPA became the first municipal parking agency in the state to absorb the PayByPhone
convenience fee for its customers. As a result, PayByPhone
parking sessions in fiscal year 2015 generated $8.2 million
in revenue, up from $3.8 million in fiscal year 2014, while
saving the consumer the cost of that fee.
MPA’s leadership and commitment to transparency and
integrity have positioned it for long-term success. As we
move into 2016, we are inspired by the same vision that
has brought us this far: to provide excellence and effectiveness while responding to our community’s growth and
demographic trends.

Thomas B. Jelke, Ph.D.
Chairman of the Board of Directors

From the CEO
The parking industry is radically
changing and, with it, the way we
conduct business. Industry professionals are no longer solely
responsible for providing parking.
They are now asset managers,
innovators, partnership creators,
technology experts, sustainability specialists and community builders. With this in mind, a new course was
chartered by the Miami Parking Authority, with the
purpose of meeting and exceeding new industry challenges,
while remaining responsible and transparent to its core
values.
Technology is a critical component of the future of
parking, largely because it enhances the quality of life of
the public we serve. More specifically, PayByPhone, the
parking payment technology, has allowed customers to
receive alerts when their parking session is about to expire
and extend the time remotely. This free app minimizes the
investment of time and makes payment convenient, quick
and easy for the customer. In fact, we are proud of the
acceptance and expansion of PayByPhone in Miami. This
year, PayByPhone reached a tipping point in the city, with
unprecedented adoption and transaction numbers.
Every single day we strive to exceed our customers’ expectations by continuing to deliver excellence in customer
service, operations, professional development, financial
budgeting and management processes, environmental
sustainability and governance.
At MPA, our brand continues to strengthen as a result of
innovation and alignment with the community we serve.
We have a positive view of the agency’s future and look
forward to keeping pace with Miami’s growth, while being
an integral part of the progress of the Magic City.

Arthur Noriega, V
Chief Executive Officer
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overview
The Miami Parking Authority (MPA), also known as the Department of Off-Street Parking,
manages and develops on- and off-street parking in the City of Miami, Florida. It shares
responsibility with the City of Miami Police Department and Miami-Dade County for
enforcement of parking regulations.
MPA, a semi-autonomous, self-sustaining agency managed by parking industry professionals and financed by parking revenues, receives no taxpayer support. Funds not used by
operations are returned to the City of Miami, and all ticket citation revenues are payable
directly to Miami-Dade County.
The Authority is governed by a five-member Off-Street Parking Board, which has the
customary duties and powers of a private corporation’s board. The Miami City Commission
retains authority for approval of MPA’s annual budget and rate structure, the confirmation
of appointments to the Board and the issuance of parking revenue bonds. As a component
unit of the City of Miami, MPA’s financial statements are incorporated as a proprietary fund
into the City of Miami’s Comprehensive Annual Financial Report.
The MPA Board and management view parking as a vital component of the urban transportation network, overall mobility strategy and economic development. MPA conducts its
operations according to its mission: “We will meet the City’s parking needs while working
in partnership with, and being responsive to, our internal and external customers by
continuously and measurably improving performance and striving for excellence in all
aspects of our business.”
As of September 30, 2015, the Authority managed approximately 34,000 spaces, including
15 garages, 75 surface lots and approximately 10,600 on-street spaces. The Authority operates the facilities it owns, as well as others owned by other government units, non-profit
entities and public-private sector joint ventures. In addition, there are a number of
non-Authority-owned facilities that operate under management or lease agreements.
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operations
The Miami Parking Authority manages more than 34,000
parking spaces, including 15 parking garages, 75 surface
lots and approximately 10,600 on-street spaces. In fiscal
year 2014/2015, Miami Parking Authority provided the
City with $7.7 million in excess revenues. Additionally, the
City received nearly $2.9 million from citation fines and
approximately $2.7 million from the operation of the
James L. Knight Center Garage. This amounts to a total of
approximately $13.3 million received by the City as a
result of the Miami Parking Authority’s parking and
enforcement operations.
Miami Parking Authority continued to provide parking
management services for the Public Health Trust’s 7,000
parking spaces on the Jackson Medical Campus. In this
capacity, MPA has been able to steadily increase revenues
while consistently decreasing expenses. MPA was able to
steward approximately $6.9 million in revenue for the
County’s public hospital.
The PayByPhone program continues to be very successful.
The Authority absorbed the convenience fee associated
with the use of PayByPhone. Due to these initiatives and to
its convenience, we have seen utilization increase by 25%
this year. For the year ending September 2015, approximately 215,630 new vehicles have registered to participate
in the program, which has generated approximately $8.2
million in parking revenue.
The Authority installed approximately 350 new multispace, Pay by Plate machines throughout the City. The
expanded availability of this equipment, along with the
additional option to use PayByPhone, will facilitate and
further enhance a customer’s parking experience.
The Authority’s expanded role in community involvement
is demonstrated in various parking-related projects geared
toward neighborhood beautification and economic development, as well as continued participation on civic and
governmental committees.
The Authority’s involvement within the community is
demonstrated as follows:
• This year we hosted a call to artists in Wynwood which
was very successful. We were able to have several local
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up-and-coming artists create original pieces which are
displayed on parking meter machines in that district.
This event did not only serve to enhance an otherwise
mundane piece of equipment in the public right of way,
but it also garnered lots of good will and positive
feedback from residents and visitors to our City. We
hope to continue this initiative in other sectors of the
City.
• The Authority has continued its public information
campaign in order to update citizens about the Authority’s
role in parking management and any new programs
being offered, as well as its support and financial contributions to the City.
• The Authority continues its participation in neighborhood parking advisory committees which provides a
platform for citizen participation in the Authority’s
decision-making process.
The Authority has expanded its car-sharing program to
include Zip Car. The car-sharing services afford their members all the comforts and conveniences of owning a vehicle
without the hassles and costs.
The Authority was designated an Accredited Parking Organization (APO), one of only five in the nation given this
recognition by the International Parking Institute (IPI).
The IPI launched the APO, a new designation for parking
organizations that have achieved a comprehensive standard
of excellence. APO recognizes best practices in responsible
parking management and operations, customer service,
professional development, safety, and security.
The Department of Off-Street Parking Board continues to
successfully direct the operations of the Department of
Off-Street Parking of the City of Miami. Furthermore, no
amendments to the ordinance creating the board or modification to board membership requirements are necessary.

planning &
development
As a semi-autonomous agency, Miami Parking Authority is tasked with
providing affordable, convenient and safe parking to those who live, work
and play in the City of Miami. In an industry that is constantly reshaped by
changes in technological innovations, public-private associations and
demographic trends, it is imperative that our operations are aligned with
the parking demands of the public we serve.
With this in mind, MPA continues to immerse itself in the fabric of the
Miami and South Florida community, not only with innovative parking
offerings, but also with special programs that promote and enhance the
quality of life of all Miamians.
From the planning and development perspective, one of the most creative
programs initiated by MPA in 2015 is the planned redevelopment of the
I-195 underpass lot. This project will graciously bridge the “barrier”
between the Design District and Midtown. Commissioned as a parking lot
with an artistic flair, the facility is aimed at fostering a pedestrian-friendly
environment. The project hopes to include revamping of the columns,
special lighting and artwork. This is a unique approach to parking, which
will enhance the barrier point between these two neighborhoods.
One of the most salient community programs MPA delivered last year was
the “Park-Your-Art” contest, where local artists were chosen to paint their
artwork live before the public. This initiative was created by Miami Parking
Authority to coincide with Art Basel 2015 in the Wynwood Business
Improvement District. The winners were each assigned one Pay & Display
machine, which became their canvas for the day.
Other key campaigns included “street squad” events in collaboration with
a local radio station to promote PayByPhone in various neighborhoods
across Miami. During the events, the public registered and downloaded the
PayByPhone app in order to be entered into a drawing for the chance to win
tickets to local concerts.
In the constant pursuit of engaging the local community and civic organizations, MPA delivered a number of events to benefit these groups, while
promoting the PayByPhone technology. Some of those programs included
a partnership with the Greater Miami Chamber of Commerce, the Humane
Society of Greater Miami and VeritageMiami benefitting the United Way of
Miami-Dade, among others. In addition, MPA employees conducted their
annual holiday toy collection to benefit the Holtz Children’s Hospital at
Jackson Memorial Hospital, and this year also included the Little Haiti
Optimist Club.
In March of 2015, MPA conducted focus groups with the purpose of
finding out how well the MPA brand was perceived as well as assessing the
level of awareness of PayByPhone among consumers. Both ranked well
with high marks for both the PayByPhone and MPA brands.
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information technology
2015-2016 accomplishments
• Trained and mentored two interns through our
partnership with the Miami Dade College Year Up
program. Year Up empowers low-income young adults
to go from poverty to professional careers in a single
year.
• Redesigned keycard update system by implementing
SSIS to broker updates between our finance and
revenue control systems. The new system reduces
required staff monitoring from multiple times per day
to a few times monthly. It substantially reduced the
number of customer service calls related to non-functional key cards for monthly customers.
• Implemented mobile device management system to
inventory and secure company mobile devices.
• Introduced password management software to
Command Center users to simplify account management and improve password security for the myriad of
systems that customer service monitors need to access.
• Documented assets at Jackson Memorial Hospital and
deployed remote management and support software.
This reduces the number of in-person visits required
and improves response times.
• Planned and deployed print server to streamline
printer configurations for users. Reconfigured all PCs
to print through this centralized system.
• Reviewed and updated IT Policies & Procedures and
End User Acceptable Use Policy.
• Adjusted endpoint security program settings and
optimized camera and DVR settings, resulting in a
significant drop in network issues caused by excessive
network traffic.
• Streamlined software installation by creating group
policies that automatically install commonly used
software. This guarantees that a standard set of
software, including endpoint security, is deployed
automatically to every system that is brought online.
• Upgraded all Courthouse Center Garage users to
Office 2013 from various other versions dating back to
2007, thereby establishing a common compute
platform that is easier to troubleshoot and maintain.
• Deployed wireless credit card processing system to
Knight Center Garage for handling credit card
payments during special events.
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• Deployed redundant systems for key network services
like DNS, DHCP and Active Directory, adding resiliency to the network and allowing us to troubleshoot and
update key systems without creating down time.
• Migrated CTR and consolidated revenue control
systems from stand-alone units at remote locations to
virtual units run from the MPA data center. This
improves availability, resiliency and security.
• Migrated payment system from PayPal to First Data to
streamline payment processing and reporting. The
new system allows MPA to store billing information for
automatic deductions on credit cards without storing
the credit card information.
• Replaced all core VMware platform servers with
new units.
• Upgraded end-of-life firewall and added automatic
failover to secondary system to provide redundancy
for Internet and Virtual Private Network connections.
• Developed GPS tagging app that allowed the on-street
team to geotag Pay by Plate machines. The system
records GPS location, machine type and identifier in a
central database.
• Deployed Certificate Services server to improve
internal communications security.
• Completed switch upgrade at all remote facilities to
improve management, security and performance.
• Deployed AlienVault Intrusion Detection System to
replace unsupported OSSIM pilot system. This system
inspects network traffic and warns of suspicious activity. Initial survey was completed and monitoring is
ongoing.
• Implemented ParkJockey parking reservation system
pilot program for American Airlines Arena events.
• Deployed network connectivity, camera and revenue
control system software to Lot 72 in order to enable
remote management from the command center.

human resources
This year’s annual report focuses on salary and benefits,
professional development, wellness awareness, employee
recognition and performance measures as well as the organizational structure.
Over the past year, the department has focused on continuous improvement to increase efficiency and accountability,
while improving services to our internal clients and streamlining processes. The department also continues to provide
leadership with regards to agency projects as it constantly
integrates improvement into business planning. The Human
Resources Department plays a critical role in ensuring that
we have a high-performing and engaged workforce
equipped to deliver results.
To provide the necessary structure for departments to
measure their progress on meeting goals, in alignment with
the agency’s Strategic Plan, we completed and implemented
the following:
Salary/Beneﬁt Review Results
• HR conducted an initial review of all staff positions.
The department made modifications to job descriptions to
reflect current duties and responsibilities.
• Each position was evaluated based on the required
duties, responsibilities and knowledge, and compared to
those of other parking agencies in both private and public
sectors with similar wage and responsibility levels.
• The department also reviewed local and national trends
on salary and wage levels for similar positions.
• We then worked to adjust our pay band structure to be
current with the external labor market.
• Impact of the new pay bands was effective October 1,
2015, and pay band midpoint and max were adjusted
accordingly.
• This significant movement of base pay in the non-exempt
pay bands was a result of comparison to market data.
• Employees who received market-related increases on
October 1, 2015 were individually notified of their base
pay increase.
• Beginning this fiscal year, all other employees will be
reviewed under the new pay band structured for their
merit review process.
• Managers/supervisors received the new pay bands for
their respective employees during the last week of
September, since new pay grade/bands went into effect
October 1, 2015.

Employee Engagement and Recognition
• Part-time employees are now eligible to receive health
insurance and participate in the 457 Deferred Comp Plan.
• The Customer Service Committee implemented crossfunctional meetings.
• Front-line employees are currently participating in the
planning of company activities, as well as taking part of
newly implemented programs like the MPA Wellness
Program.
• Employees who are awarded an On-the-Spot Incentive
will be recognized during Board meetings.
• MPA and Board members have provided or donated
incentives for the On-the-Spot Incentive Program.
Professional Development and Wellness Awareness
• Quarterly classes are being offered to all employees who
are interested in learning or acquiring new skills.
• Monthly Wellness Newsletter and informational sessions.
• MPA has started the Board Shadow Program.
• The Peer Review process has been implemented, and we
have completed three major areas of the operation.
• All performance evaluations have been customized for
each job, and we have added a goal-setting section.
Organizational Analysis
• We have started an organizational analysis and audit of all
jobs, reporting structure and salary comparisons.
• The Senior Management Team completed an internal
organizational analysis and job assessment process to
evaluate staff positions and the department’s structure.
• For this analysis we used an organizational chart of each
department, job description, compensation structure and
operational philosophy.
• We reviewed each department individually, evaluated the
duties and responsibilities of each position, and looked
for structure overlaps as well as redundancy without
adversely impacting employees.
• Several informational meetings were held to review the
results. As a result, some employees were reassigned to
different departments, and other jobs were redefined to
better utilize our internal resources.
We are excited about our accomplishments and feel they
provide a solid foundation for all of us to continue supporting MPA’s success, as well as allow us to continue on our
goal to attract, retain and reward employees.
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the award
The Government Finance Officers Association of the United States and Canada (GFOA)
has given an Award for Outstanding Achievement in Popular Annual Financial Reporting
to the Miami Parking Authority for its Popular Annual Financial Report for the fiscal year
ended September 30, 2014. The Award for
Outstanding Achievement in Popular Annual
Financial Reporting is a prestigious national
award recognizing conformance with the
highest standards for preparing state and
local government popular reports.In order to
receive an Award for Outstanding Achievement in Popular Annual Financial Reporting,
a government unit must publish a Popular
Annual Financial Report whose contents
conform to program standards for creativity,
presentation, understandability and reader
appeal.
An Award for Outstanding Achievement in
Popular Annual Financial Reporting is valid
for a period of one year only. We believe our
current report continues to conform to the
Popular Annual Financial Reporting requirements, and we are submitting it to the GFOA.

Financial Statements
The following is a condensed presentation of the Authority’s Comprehensive Annual Financial Report (CAFR) for the
fiscal year ended September 30, 2015, completed in January 2016. As a condensed report, the presentation of financial information does not conform to generally accepted accounting principles and related reporting standards.
However, this simplified version of the financial data does utilize the same basis of accounting as the CAFR for
presenting information.
Our CAFR is a detailed financial report audited by independent auditors. This was accomplished in the current year
by McGladrey and Pullen, LLP, independent certified public accountants. The CAFR fully conforms to generally
accepted accounting principles. For a more detailed summary of the Authority’s financial statements, a copy of the
CAFR may be viewed and downloaded by accessing the Authority’s website at miamiparking.com.
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revenue
Where the money comes from

Major sources include charges for parking services, management fees and administrative fees. The Authority does not
receive any taxpayer support or revenues from parking enforcement management. The Authority’s traffic management
enforcement efforts generated approximately $2.9 million in parking fine revenues for the City of Miami and $4.4 million
for Miami-Dade County, for a total of $7.3 million. Total revenues for fiscal year 2015 were $32.2 million, exceeding
prior year’s revenue by 7%. Most of the growth is due to an increase in the revenue generated by both on-street and
off-street facilities. On-street revenues grew by 15% from 2014, primarily due to an increase in transient parkers visiting
certain areas of the City, such as Downtown Miami. The revenue generated by off-street facilities grew by 16% due to an
increase in the number of patrons parking at the Authority’s garages.

REVENUE* (for the years ended September 30)
2015

2014

2013

2012

2011

Parking Lot Revenue

$8,207,772

$8,437,285

$8,376,690

$7,804,016

$7,681,914

On-Street Revenue

16,783,353

14,559,254

14,097,206

13,649,453

12,975,341

Off-Street Facilities
Revenue

5,301,316

4,565,200

4,233,463

3,956,386

3,571,248

Management &
Administrative Fees

935,337

901,433

816,185

919,904

1,085,980

1,002,018

1,621,414

208,517

2,742,730

246,530

$32,229,796

$30,084,586

$27,732,061

$29,072,489

$25,561,013

Investment Earnings
& Other
Total

* Statement of Revenues, Expenditures & Changes in Fund Balance

TOTAL REVENUE (for the year ended September 30, 2015)
Management & Admin. Fees 3%
16%
Off-Street Facilities
Revenue

3% Investment Earnings & Other

26%
Parking Lot Revenue

52%
On-Street Revenue
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expenditures
Where the money goes

The Authority’s most significant operating expenditure is personnel salaries, wages and benefits, which increased by 5%
compared to the previous year. The increase is primarily due to additional positions needed in order to effectively run
the Authority’s operations. Additionally, the Authority made a significant contribution to the City of Miami during the
current year amounting to $7.7 million as compared to $6.7 million in the previous year.

OPERATING EXPENSES* (for the years ended September 30)
2015
$6,688,847

2014
$6,369,006

2013
$6,031,491

2012
$5,942,992

2011
$6,483,947

Security

1,049,389

937,534

808,592

756,810

833,283

Property Rentals & Assessments

2,381,663

3,245,253

3,117,764

3,009,704

2,635,859

Repairs & Maintenance

1,305,458

1,402,472

1,312,713

1,269,764

1,089,483

458,821

535,300

455,510

464,168

540,152

1,184,255

1,345,667

1,515,455

1,166,151

869,758

Utilities

700,679

707,609

675,246

680,615

695,179

Printing & Supplies

181,387

166,515

153,579

139,925

175,454

Depreciation & Amortization

3,609,462

3,561,853

3,756,581

3,570,487

3,524,124

Excess Revenue Distribution
to City of Miami

7,700,000

6,700,000

6,500,000

6,000,000

5,712,500

Interest Expense

3,441,789

3,507,348

3,569,797

3,603,709

3,649,392

Other

1,996,018

1,666,184

1,607,298

1,314,600

1,236,471

Salaries, Wages & Fringe Beneﬁts

Insurance
Legal & Professional

Total

$30,697,768

$30,144,741

$29,504,026

$27,918,925

$27,445,602

* Statement of Revenues, Expenditures & Changes in Fund Balance

TOTAL EXPENDITURES (for the year ended September 30, 2015)
Other 7%

22% Salaries, Wages & Fringe Beneﬁts

Interest Expense 11%

Excess Revenue
Distribution to
City of Miami
25%

Depreciation & Amortization 12%
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3% Security
8% Property Rentals
& Assessments
4% Repairs & Maintenance
1% Insurance
4% Legal & Professional
2% Utilities
1% Printing & Supplies

net position
STATEMENT OF NET POSITION (for the years ended September 30)
2015

Assets
Current and Other Assets
Capital Assets, Net
Total Assets

2014

2013

2012

2011

$32,984,083 $28,873,336 $20,950,775 $20,744,193 $18,412,471
60,039,548 62,091,562 69,854,368 72,594,380 74,994,947
93,023,631 90,964,898 90,805,143 93,338,573 93,407,418

Deferred Outﬂow of Resources
Deferred Loss on Debt Refunding
Deferred outﬂow of resources related to pension
Total Deferred Outﬂows of Resources
Total Assets & Deferred Outﬂow
of Resources
Liabilities
Current and Other Liabilities
Long-Term Debt
- Due within One Year
- Due in More than One Year
Total Liabilities
Deferred Inﬂows of Resources
Deferred inﬂow of resources related to pension
Net Position
Net Investment in Capital Assets
Restricted for Debt Service
Unrestricted
Total Net Position

1,147,644
350,255
1,497,899

1,195,297
1,195,297

1,242,950
1,242,950

1,290,603
1,290,603

1,338,256
1,338,256

$94,521,530

92,160,195

92,048,093

94,629,176

94,745,674

9,569,823

8,206,288

6,900,197

6,620,481

6,851,709

1,265,000
65,882,675
76,717,498

1,210,000
68,476,508
77,892,796

1,155,000
69,665,342
77,720,539

1,110,000
70,799,176
78,529,657

1,060,000
71,888,009
79,799,718

392,544

-

-

-

-

6,167,227
7,916,718 10,912,450
(560,058)
(1,533,804)
910,363
991,400
960,297
667,666
1,115,169
7,168,927
7,222,504
3,123,143
17,830,123 14,159,791
$17,411,488 $14,267,399 $14,327,554 $16,099,519 $14,945,956

During the year ended September 30, 2015, current and other assets increased by $4.1
million primarily due to a growth in demand deposits of $2.3 million, resulting from
positive operating results in fiscal year 2015. Additionally, the Authority recorded a
pension asset of $1.7 million as a result of implementing GASB Statement No. 68 and
71. Capital assets decreased by $2.1 million as compared to fiscal year 2014, primarily
due to depreciation and amortization.
Long-term debt decreased by $1.2 million as compared to fiscal year 2014. The majority
of this decline is due to debt repayments made during the year.
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